EUROPA – UNITA NELLA DIVERSITÀ
On this date, we celebrate the anniversary of the famous Schumann declaration. During a speech in Paris,
in 1950, the then Foreign Minister of France, Robert Schumann, proposed the idea of a new form of
political cooperation in Europe, already theorized by Einaudi in 1941, which would make a war among the
European Nations unthinkable.
With this event, we want to celebrate TOGETHER the birth and the carry-over of this beautiful idea, which
is the European Union; emphasizing innovation, creativity and uniqueness, which give all the citizens the
strength to overcome every difficulty. We hope that this dream of freedom and UNION will become a
concrete and tangible reality for EVERYONE.
We’ll now introduce you to our guest speakers (in order of appearance):

Cos’è l’Europa?
COSTANZA HONORATI
Full Professor of “European Union Law” at the Università degli studi di MilanoBicocca, where she is also holder of the course of Private International Law.
She’s member of the “expert group” for the revision of the Regulation n.
2201/2003 in the field of the family law (c.d. Bruxelles II-bis), established by
the European Commission to follow the legislative process. She is part fo the
Italian delegation following the regulatory process at the EU.
She is rapporteur at different national and international conferences,
regarding the topics of Private International European Law and protection of
minors. She has been collaborating with foreign Universities and Research
Centres (London, Aberdeen, Bonn, Barcellona, Zagabria, Anversa) about
scientific projects concerning the discipline of the international abduction of
children and in general the themes of the protection of minors.
CV

Cosa significa essere cittadini Europei?
MARINA CALLONI
Since 2002 is full professor in social and political philosophy at the
Department of Sociology and Social Research, University of Milano-Bicocca in
Milan. Winner of a national competition intended to reverse the brain drain
of Italian scholars abroad (the so-called "rientro dei cevelli"), she is currently
deputy president of the Italian Society of Political Philosophy (SIFP).
She is co-founders of the Italian Society of Critical Theory; the Italian Society
of Political Philosophy (SIFP); the "European Platform of Women Scientists",
Brussels. She is also co-founder and co-director of the Seminar of Critical
Theory since 1990.
She is member of the international advisory board of the European Journal of
Politics and Gender and part of several steering committees.
CV
The mobility in Europe
AGNESE COFLER
Since 2009, she has been Head of the International Relations Office. She has
participated in several conferences and International Meetings to promote
the internationalization spirit within young people especially in the university
environment. She has developed great experience in the international
agreements field and relationship between the networks of foreign
universities worldwide.
In the present, she is in charge of the management of international initiatives
that promote mobility.
https://www.unimib.it/sites/default/files/Allegati/CV_Cofler.pdf

Past and Future in Erasmus: What is new?
FRANCESCO GIROTTI
He is currently University of Bologna’s international relations officer, since
Sept. 2009 head of the professional unit “EU Programmes Education and
Training” and since Apr. 2006 coordinator of the EU programmes unit.
He got a Master Degree in Political Science in 2000 and a Master Degree in
European Studies in 2014.
He worked for Pixel Association as European project manager and project
planner since Sept. 2001 until May 2004.
CV
Looking from Abroad
CARLO LUIU
Working in Prague as Lodging Partner Associate in Expedia Group and
previously Fraud Investigator Specialist – TRMS- in Amazon in Prague as well,
he has interact within an international environment since University times.
After a Bachelor’s Degree in Foreign Languages and Literatures, Carlo got a
Master’s Degree in Economics for Tourism at University of Milano Bicocca
. During his study period, he has had practical training in Moscow, where he
has had even a traineeship in ICE – Italian Trade Agency.
While studying he has also worked as Erasmus Assistant in Bicocca
International Mobility Office.
CV

Social Networks
ROBERTO PIEMONTESE
After having obtained a Bachelor’s Degree in Geology, he decided to enter a
Master’s Double Degree in Applied Geology at University of Milano Bicocca
and at Michigan University of Technology in the USA.
Roberto carries a very important baggage of international experiences,
travelling and studying around the world (America, Australia, an others) and
having worked in many Countries and in many fields, not only the geological
one. For this, he has been offered a position back in the States to continue
with his work.
CV
Social Networks
EMANUELE CARMI
Graduated in Law at University of Milano Bicocca, he is working as a Sales
Agent at Different Service SRL and Previously as Junior Account at
FinComServizi SRL
Emanuele has demonstrated very early in his career a deep interest in the
international fields and has been active in different networks: he is the
Education Officer for GaragErasmus Foundation and has an important
background in organizations such as ESN ITALIA (Erasmus Student Network).
CV
Imprenditorialità
OSCAR DI PASQUALE
He is studying Economics and Business Bachelor’s Degree at University of
Milano Bicocca and he has participated as a Communication & Marketing
coordinator in iBicocca’s project “Entrepreneurship and Innovation”.
He deals a lot with the enterpreneurship fields and with the international
network: Oscar had an Erasmus for a whole academic year of study in Spain,
at Universidad de Cantabria in Santander. During his Erasmus he joined the
program Ecuadrado, whose goal is to develop entrepreneurial projects,
winning with his team that edition of the project.
CV
Imprenditorialità
GABRIELLA CRAFA
Gabriella is a Business Executive with more than 18 years’ experience in
leading complex internet/intranet and digital marketing projects. Digital
passionate, innovation love producer with a goal driven mindset. She is
currently working on customer journey new vision, big data strategic
applications; diversity & inclusion management and promotes actively
women empowerment.
She is CEO of Asap Online Media, digital publishing group and is Head of digital
practice area in Focus Management.She is also Digital Advisor at the Bologna
Business School and teaches creative content creation and digital project at
the Catholic University of Sacred Heart in Milan.
DigiWomen considers Gabriella one of the top15 women that represent the
Italian excellence.
CV
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Tell your Story – Living
the International Spirit

What does Europe means nowadays? Which is Europe’s added value for
young people? Our students from different parts of the world speak to us
about what living in Europe means for them. The barriers are out and we get
to meet new cultures every day. How we live diversity and how we experience
living abroad changes our point of view about the world and help us to make
a positive impact in the present.
To the ones who have never left, Erasmus can look like a frightening
experience. The idea of leaving home, friends and routine to enter a
completely different context could deter the ones who encounter this
opportunity.
Instead, the ones coming back from their Erasmus experience tell us quite the
opposite: participants will present their view of this Programme and they will
express their feelings and thoughts concerning this wonderful opportunity of
growth, not only academic but also and overall interior and social.
Erasmus is another initiative that is and has been able to keep Europe united
and to create networks between people geographically distant from each
other, but still European.

OUR PARTNERS

iBicocca

iBicocca is a project aiming to improve the enterprising, innovative and
business side of the students through workshops and events, inviting field
experts, managers and successful entrepreneurs to talk to the students.
iBicocca also has a help desk for students with a business idea. After receiving
business notions by Nuvolab (our partner) the participant students have the
opportunity to work in little teams to analyse the idea and to elaborate a
business model, ecc
iBicocca wants to stimulate students to work with business spirit and skills to
face job and personal challenges of the future.
Not only! iBicocca wants to ehnance the awareness and the knowledge of the
main topics and initiatives linked to the enterprenourship and to the Italian
ecosystem of innovation.

ESN Milano Bicocca

Erasmus Student Network (ESN) is the biggest no-profit student association
in Europe, present in more than 430 Higher Education Institutions from 37
countries. The aim of the association is to support and develope study
exchanges among students with the principle of "Students Helping Students".
ESN’s main focus is to help exchange students to feel at home in a new
environment, offering an academic and social integration process. Trips,
cultural and social events, movie nights, international food festivals and
language projects are just few of the activities aimed at reaching this goal.
The reintegration process of homecoming students returning from their
exchange is also a primary concern to ESN, as well as providing relevant
information and encouraging Bicocca’s students to gain international
experiences.

GaragErasmus
Foundation

GaragErasmus is a foundation as well as an ambitious project of social
innovations. Its goal is to bring together a cool community of internationally
minded people, who have had a professional or study experience abroad.
Therefore, our community entails those who have enjoyed the fantastic
experience of the Erasmus Programme (over 9 millions so far in Europe) and
also those with other international experiences.
GaragErasmus is among the founders of the Erasmus Students and Alumni
Association (ESAA), the first attempt of the European Commission to establish
a platform that brings together the main players of the before, during and
after of the Erasmus Programme. It takes care of the life after Erasmus and it
is the only recognised platform by the European Commission to work on
establishing the Erasmus generation professional network. In fact since 2016
once a person is finishing his/her Erasmus experience is also automatically
invited to register on garagErasmus on-line platform through ESAA.

